
 

Exam Terminology 
 

 
 

Write the time in words under each clock. ���� آ� ��� .أآ'& ا$#"� !  آ���ت 

Complete the list with the missing word. �,"�-$ا  ���.$�/ �� .أآ�� ا0�1$

Look at the picture and answer the question in a 
complete sentence. 

 .أ@?< إ$9 ا$,#رة وأ5& ��9 ا$78ال !  5��� آ�4��
  

Write these words. ت�� .أآ'& هAB ا$.�

Write these numbers in words. ت�� .أآ'& هAB اFر"�م !  آ�

Match the words in list A with words in list B. ����ت !  "�0��A أو�J ا$.���ت !  "�0�.$�/. B 

Fill in the gaps with capital or small letters. ة>LM,$ة أو ا>LN.$ت /�$�<وف ا�Pا>Q$ا R4أ. 

Complete the sentences with the correct word 
from the box. 

U/>��� ا$,�V4 ��L ا$�.$�/ ��W$ا �� .أآ
  

Circle the correct word. 
Circle the right answer. 

��L�,$ا �� .UZ دا0<ة X#ل ا$.�
��L�,$ل ا]�5/� ا#X دا0<ة UZ. 

Complete the sentences with  ___, __, __ or __. 
Fill in the blanks with  ____, ____, ____ or ___. 

��ت �.$�/ ��W$ا �� .______ أو____ ، ____، ____أآ
 .______ أو____ ، ____، ____أR4 ا$Q<ا�Pت /�$.���ت 

Complete the conversation. �`د��� .أآ�� ا$

Read the text and then answer the questions be-
low in a complete sentence. 

5��� آ�4��  ! �L$�'$ا ��c�Fا V� &5أ d` e-$إ"<أ ا. 
  

Put the verb in brackets in the correct form. V4g$ا  ! VL�#" VL/ �hQ$ا UZ/jL�,$ا �.k$ا . 
  

 

 

Subject                           (ball)  >L�p$ا$.<ة “ا” 

Subject Pronoun            (it) �,Q-��L< ا$p$ه#“ ا” 

Possessive adjective     (my)  �L.�� ”$  “�MLJ ا$
  

Noun                              (a student)  dإ�“&$�u” 

Adjective                       (tall/short)   �Q,$ا$�4�1“ا �v#u”  “>L,"” 

Information                   (He is 77kg) �4ت#�h�  ”آgv    77 dWن “ ا$

Verb                              (eat/drink) �hQ$آ� ”ا|v” “ ب>kv” 

Prepositions                  (on / in / behind)  >W$وف ا>X“9��” ” !  ” “~��” 

Possessive Nouns e.g.  Ahamed’s pen. 
  

 �L.����“�MLJ ا$Xأ d�" ” 
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1.  Fill in the gaps with capital or small letters.  

A         C           G           I    J    Q    T     

      b           d           h                                

2.  Write these words.  

teacher           January       apple       expensive         Friday         Ahmed   5 

teacher 

3.  Write these numbers in words.  

      10               1                      0                2                    11                 14 5 

    ten 

4.  Look at the picture and answer the questions with complete sentences.  

9 
1.                                                     What is it?      ______________________________ 

3.                                Where is the ball?  

2.                                                How many birds are there?  

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

5.  Write three adjectives, three nouns and two verbs in the boxes below.  

                  Adjectives Nouns Verbs 

   
________________________

________________________

________________________ 

________________________

________________________

________________________ 

________________________

________________________

________________________ 

18 

12 

6.  Answer the questions with complete sentences.  

1. What is your name?      __________________________________ 

2. Where are you from?      __________________________________ 

3. How old are you?      __________________________________ 

4. Do you like kabsa?      __________________________________ 

7.  Write the question for the answer.  

4 __________________________      No, he does not like apples.    (Ahmed) 
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1.  Fill in the gaps with:  a ,  an  or  x   

2.  Complete the list with the missing words  

7     four _______  six    ___________  eight    ________    _________ 

1.  It is ___  umbrella.   

2.  He is ___  doctor.   

3.  They are ___  students.   

It is _____________________________________ 

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

________________________________________ 

13 °C 

3. Write five sentences about the weather. 

15 

    eleven  __________  thirteen  __________  ___________     

4. Write these words in the correct box. 

                  Adjectives Nouns Verbs 

   ________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________ 

12 

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________ 

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________ 

eat young weather kabsa Spain sunny 

doctor play expensive Spanish swim type 

2. What time is it? 
 
_________________ 
 
_________________ 

1. What time is it? 
 
_________________ 
 
_________________ 

3. Is it a quarter past 
ten? 
_________________ 
 
 

5. Answer these questions with complete sentences. 

6. Complete the question and sentences with:  am, is, are, do, or does. 

1. _______ your friend live in Saudi Arabia?          Yes , he _________.  

2. _______ your mother happy?          Yes , she _________.  

3. _______ you rich?          Yes , I  _________.  

4. _______ you like coffee?          No , I  ________  not.  

12 

8 
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Tom’s family 

4, 5, 

Martha 

6, Who is Liz?   Liz   ___  _____ ________ 

7, Who is Ben? ______________________ 

8, Who is Martha?  

___________________________________ 
Tom 3, 

2, 1, 

Sister 

Tom’s parents 

Liz Ben 
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1,  Ahmed __________ to the radio in his car.   (listen) 

2,  ______ you play football  with your friends?   (do) 

3,  Jim Jones and Sam Smith ______ doctors.  (be) 

4,  ______ Aisha cook in the kitchen?   (do) 

4,  Complete the answer to the questions with complete sentences. 

1. Does Carol like apples.          Yes, ______________ 

2. Are you happy?                    No, ________________. 

3. Do you play tennis?              Yes, ________________. 

4. How many brothers do you have?        I __________________      (2) 

5. How many sisters does Fatima have?   She_________________     (4) 

6. How many eggs are there?                  _____________________   (12) 

3,  Complete the sentences/questions with the verb  in the correct form.  

5,  Fill in the blanks, and answer the questions with complete sentences. 

2.  Fill in the missing words using the words in the boxes. 

1. She is a ______ girl. 

2. They _______ coffee every day. 

3. He is a ______ man. 

4.  We _______ XBox at night. 

5.  It is a ________ car. 

6.  I do not _______ apples.  

drink rich young new like play 6 

1.  Write the subject pronouns.     Example cat = it 

1,  Ahamed         =   ______ 

2,  Fatima           =   ______ 

3,  Ahmed and I  =   ______ 

4,  Ahamed and Yousef  =   ________ 

5,  Your phone              =   ________ 

6,  Your friend               =   ________ 

6 

4 

12 

15 
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1.  Answer the questions with complete sentences 

1.  What is your name?       _________________________________________  

2.  Where are you from?     _________________________________________  

2.  Write the singular or plural nouns    example:    a ball              two balls 

1.  ____________          two umbrellas 

5.  a woman             ________________  2.  a person           ________________ 

3.  a child              ________________ 

4.  a watch               ________________ 

6.  ______________          two umbrellas 

6 

3.  What is your phone number?    _________________________________________  

A The answer B 

a,      Yousef           a + 5 1.      I 

b,      My pencil           b +  2.      you 

c,       My mother           c + 3.      we 

d,      Adel, Heba and I           d + 4.      they 

e,      Ron and Paul           e + 5.      he 

f,       My uncle           f + 6.      she 

  7.      it 

3.  Match the nouns in A with the subject pronouns in B 

5 

4.  Where is the ball?    Answer the question with a complete sentences 

1. _______________________
_______________________       

2. _______________________
_______________________       

4 

3.  Where does Ahmed live?   _____________________________________  (Jeddah) 

1. Do you have any sisters? (Yes / 3 ): Yes, I do. I have _________________________  

2. Does Simon have a phone?   (Yes) : ___________________________________________  

3. Does your uncle have a car?   (No) : ___________________________________________  

4. Does Fatima have any brothers?  (Yes / 1): ______________________________________  

5. Is Mr. Brown a teacher?   (yes) :______________________________________________  

6. Are you a student? (yes) ____________________________________________________  

7. Does your father have a Nissan car?  (No, Toyota) 

________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  Answer the questions with complete sentences. 

21 


